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Abstract: We construct new families of N = (0, 4) AdS3 × S2 × S̃2 × S1 backgrounds
fibred over a 2d Riemann surface in Type IIB string theory. These solutions are obtained
by extracting the near-horizon limit of D3-brane box configurations, consisting of D3-D5-
NS5 branes ending on D5′-NS5′ background branes. We relate our families of solutions to
previous AdS3×S2×CY2 and AdS3×S3×S2 solutions to Type IIA recently constructed
in the literature. We construct explicit 2d quiver CFTs associated to the D3-brane box
configurations, and check that the central charges match the holographic result. We extend
our solutions to include D7-branes, and show that a subclass of these solutions can be
interpreted in terms of D3-D5-NS5 defect branes embedded in a 5d fixed point theory.
This is explicitly realised by linking our solutions to a 6d domain wall that asymptotes
locally the AdS6 × S2 × Σ2 solution T-dual to the Brandhuber-Oz vacuum.
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1 Introduction
AdS3 solutions in string theory are of key importance in the study of black holes, since
they provide full-fledged backgrounds where one can make use of gauge/gravity duality to
learn about their microscopical properties. In this spirit, recent progress has focused on
the construction of new AdS3 solutions with (0, 4) Poincaré supercharges [1–5], as well as
on the identification of their 2d dual CFTs [4–8]. These CFTs play a prominent role in the
microscopic description of 5d black holes with AdS3 × S2 near-horizon geometries [10–16].
They feature as well in the description of 6d (1, 0) CFTs deformed away from the conformal
point [17, 18].
Three-dimensional AdS backgrounds have also played an important role as holographic

















theory literature (for a non-exhaustive list of references on this topic see [19–32]). The
typical realisation is as brane intersections ending on bound states which are known to
be described by AdS vacua in the near-horizon limit. The intersection breaks some of
the isometries of the vacuum, producing a lower-dimensional AdS solution described by
a non-trivial warping between AdS and the internal manifold. The defect describes then
the boundary conditions associated to the intersection between the defect branes and the
original bound state. Explicit realisations dual to AdS3 solutions with (0, 4) supercharges
feature D2-D6-NS5 defect branes ending on D4-D8 bound states [5, 30], or D2-D4 defect
branes ending on D6-NS5 bound states [5, 28, 29]. The first examples of near-horizon
geometries of this kind of intersections have been studied firstly in [9]. In our situation,
in the first aforementioned case the ambient CFT is the 5d Sp(N) fixed point theory
of [33, 34], while in the second case it is the 6d (1, 0) CFT dual to the AdS7 solution to
massless Type IIA supergravity [35]. In this paper we will discuss further realisations in
Type IIB string theory.
In [3] general classes of AdS3 × S2 ×M4 × I solutions to massive Type IIA super-
gravity were constructed, with M4 either a CY2 or a Kähler manifold. The solutions
with M4 = CY2 were shown to arise in the near-horizon limit of D2-D4-D6-NS5-D8 brane
intersections [5]. The dual CFTs of this class of solutions were studied in [6–8]. They
arise in the infrared limit of (0, 4) quiver gauge theories containing two families of unitary
gauge groups, Πni=1U(ki) × U(k̃i). The gauge group U(ki) is associated to ki D2-branes
while the gauge group U(k̃i) is associated to k̃i D6-branes, wrapped on the CY2. Both
D2 and D6 branes are stretched between NS5-branes. On top of this, there are D4 and
D8 branes that provide flavour groups to both types of gauge groups, and render the field
theory anomaly-free. A subclass of these solutions was given a surface defect interpretation
in [5] in terms of D2-D6-NS5 defect branes within the D4-D8 background brane system of
Brandhuber-Oz [34].
In the massless case the previous solutions can be uplifted to M-theory to produce
a new class of AdS3 × S3/Zk × M4 × I solutions with N = (0, 4) supersymmetries [4].
These solutions provide explicit holographic duals to the 2d (0, 4) quiver gauge theories
with unitary gauge groups supported by MA-strings [36]. These are the strings that arise
on the boundaries of M2-branes suspended between parallel M5-branes. Indeed, a subclass
of these solutions admits a defect interpretation in terms of M2-M5 branes ending on an
intersection of M5′ branes and KK-monopoles. The new class of solutions gives rise, upon
reduction to Type IIA, to a novel class of AdS3 × S3/Zk × S̃2 solutions fibred over two
intervals with N = (0, 4) supersymmetries [5]. It was further shown in that reference that
a subclass of these solutions allows for a defect interpretation in terms of D2-D4 branes
within a D6-KK monopole intersection, where a 6d (1, 0) CFT lives. Explicit quiver CFTs
realising the embedding of the D2-D4 branes in the 6d quiver CFT dual to this solution
were also constructed.
In this paper we further extend the aforementioned line of research by focussing on
AdS3 solutions with N = (0, 4) supersymmetries in Type IIB string theory and their brane
origin. We start in section 2 constructing supergravity solutions associated to D3-NS5-

















transformation. These brane configurations realise D3-brane boxes, like the ones discussed
in [37] (see also [38, 39]). The AdS3 backgrounds are obtained by extracting the near-
horizon limit of the aforementioned brane solutions. We then study in detail the two
classes of solutions that are S-dual to each other, in the near-horizon limit. In section 3 we
relate these solutions to the AdS3×S2×T 4×I solutions to massive Type IIA supergravity
constructed in [3], particularised to the massless case, and with the AdS3×S3/Zk×S̃2×I×I ′
solutions to massless Type IIA constructed in [5]. By doing this we provide a unified M-
theory picture in terms of the AdS3 × S3/Zk × T 4/Zk′ × I solutions constructed in [4].
In section 4 we discuss the 2d CFTs dual to our solutions. We construct explicit 2d
quiver CFTs from the associated D3-brane box configuration. The solutions T-dual to the
AdS3×S2×T 4× I solutions in [3] are holographically dual to the same 2d CFTs. Instead,
we obtain the 2d quiver gauge theories dual to a particular global completion of the latter
through a 90 degrees rotation of the previous quivers, exchanging D5 and NS5 branes.
In section 5 we set to provide a surface defect CFT interpretation to the new classes
of solutions discussed in our paper. We first generalise the construction in section 2.1
to include D7-branes. We then show that these more general solutions admit a defect
interpretation within the 5d fixed point theory associated to the T-dual of the Brandhuber-
Oz solution [40]. This interpretation can be given through a map that relates our AdS3 near-
horizon to the Type IIB uplift of the domain wall solution to 6d (1, 1) minimal supergravity
found in [30]. This domain wall is featured by an AdS3 slicing and it crucially flows
asymptotically to an AdS6 solution whose uplift to Type IIB (using the formulas in [41]1)
gives rise to the T-dual of the Brandhuber-Oz solution. Section 6 contains our conclusions.
Appendix A contains a summary of the AdS3 × S2 × CY2 × I solutions and their 2d dual
CFTs following [3, 6–8], base of our field theory analysis in section 4. Appendix B contains
a summary of the main properties of the uplift to Type IIB supergravity [41] of the 6d
domain wall solution to 6d (1, 1) minimal supergravity, that we use to provide the defect
CFT interpretation in section 5.
2 N = (0, 4) AdS3 backgrounds in Type IIB
In this section we present a new class of AdS3 backgrounds of Type IIB string theory
with N = (0, 4) supersymmetry. These solutions are defined by AdS3 × S2 × S̃2 × S1
geometries fibred over a 2d Riemann surface, and are obtained in the near-horizon limit
of D3-D5-NS5 branes ending on D5′-NS5′ background branes, realising a D3-brane box
configuration [37]. The emergence of AdS3 is crucially related to the requirement that
the D3-D5-NS5 brane system is fully localised in the worldvolume of the D5′-NS5′ branes.
This particular distribution of D3-D5-NS5 branes breaks the SO(3) × SO(3) symmetry of
the set-up, leaving only small N = (0, 4) supersymmetry. We extend the previous class of
solutions by acting with an SL(2,R) transformation depending on a rotation parameter ξ


















branes t x1 r θ1 θ2 z ρ ϕ1 ϕ2 φ
D3 × × — — — × — — — ×
D5 × × — — — × × × × —
NS5 × × — — — — × × × ×
D5′ × × × × × — — — — ×
NS5′ × × × × × × — — — —
Table 1. Brane picture underlying our D3-D5-NS5-D5′-NS5′ brane intersection. The system
describes a BPS/8 D3-brane box configuration.
2.1 AdS3 from D3-NS5-D5-NS5′-D5′ brane intersections
We start considering the supergravity regime of a D3-NS5-D5 bound state ending on orthog-
onal NS5′-D5′ branes. As we mentioned above, we choose D3-NS5-D5 branes completely
localised inside the worldvolume of the NS5′-D5′ branes. This particular charge distri-
bution breaks the SO(3) × SO(3) symmetry group preserved on the worldvolume of the
orthogonal 5-branes and implies that the intersection preserves only 4 real supercharges.









































The requirement that the D3-NS5-D5 branes are fully localised in the worldvolume of
the NS5′-D5′ branes implies that the corresponding warp factors must be smeared, i.e.
HD5 = HD5(r), HNS5 = HNS5(r) and HD3 = HD3(r). Moreover, we require also the
smearing of the NS5′ charge distribution along φ. This assumption links this intersection,
depicted in table 1, to the Type IIA brane set-up studied in [5], describing D2-NS5-D6
branes ending on an intersection of D4-branes with KK-monopoles. Indeed, one can check
that both brane set-ups are related by T-duality along the φ direction. The gauge potentials
















where the D5′ branes are taken completely localised in their transverse space, parametrised
by the coordinates (z, ρ). From the gauge potentials we can obtain the fluxes
H(3) = ∂rHNS5 r2 volS2 ∧dz+∂ρHNS5′ ρ2 volS̃2 ∧dφ ,




F(5) = ∂rH−1D3 volR1,1 ∧dr∧dz∧dφ+HD5′HNS5′ ∂rHD3 r


















With the fluxes (2.3) the equations of motion and the Bianchi identities of Type IIB
supergravity decouple in two sets. The first set describes the dynamics of the D3-NS5-D5
branes in terms of harmonic functions on R3r ,
∇2R3rHD3 = 0 with HNS5 = HD3 ,
∇2R3rHD5 = 0 .
(2.4)
The second set of equations is associated to the NS5′-D5′ branes and is given by
∇2R3ρHD5′ +HNS5′ ∂
2
zHD5′ = 0 and ∇2R3ρHNS5′ = 0 . (2.5)
We can easily integrate the equations (2.4) and consider the particular solution
HD3(r) = HNS5(r) = 1 +
QD3
r




where it is now explicit that the conservation of charge forces the NS5 and D3 brane charges
to be equal.
We can now extract an AdS3 × S2 × S̃2 × S1 × Iρ × Iz background by taking the limit


































































Because of the smearing of all the branes along φ we can take it as defining a circle. As
we will discuss in section 3, the solution is then related by T-duality to the AdS3 × S2 ×
T 4/Zk′ × Iz class of solutions constructed in [3], restricted to the massless case. These
solutions were obtained in the near-horizon limit of a bound state of D2-NS5-D6 branes
ending on a D4-KK intersection [5].
2.2 More general solutions through SL(2,R)
In this section we construct an extension of the brane solution (2.1) by acting with a
rotation within the SL(2,R) S-duality group of Type IIB supergravity. We introduce an
SL(2,R) element parametrised by an angle ξ ∈ [0, π2 ] as follows
S =
(
cos ξ − sin ξ
sin ξ cos ξ
)
. (2.8)
2We rescaled the Minkowski coordinates as (t, x1) 7→ 2Q1/2D5 QD3 (t, x
1) in order to construct the unitary
AdS3 metric. Subsequently, we also rescaled the charges QD3 7→ QD3/2, QD5 7→ QD5/2 and the coordinate

















Denoting by F(n),s, Φs and ds210,s the background fields describing the seed solution given
by equations (2.1) and (2.3), associated to D3-NS5-D5 branes ending on D5′-NS5′ branes,
the S transformation acts as usual in Type IIB supergravity,
τ = cos ξ τs − sin ξsin ξ τs + cos ξ






cos ξ − sin ξ







where we introduced the axio-dilaton τ = C(0) +ie−Φ.3 The seed background has vanishing
axion, and with this transformation a profile for C(0) is generated. Given this, the 3-form
flux describing the rotated solution is given by F(3) = F̃(3) − C(0)H(3). Finally, since we
are working in string frame, we have ds210 = | cos ξ + sin ξ τ | ds210,s. Acting with these

















































with s = sin ξ and c = cos ξ. The dilaton and the new C(0) fields can be extracted from
the axio-dilaton,
















From the expression above we see that the axion vanishes in the two extremes, i.e. ξ = 0, π2 .
Finally, the fluxes have the form
H(3) = c∂rHNS5 r2 volS2 ∧dz+c∂ρHNS5′ ρ2 volS̃2 ∧dφ−s∂rHD5 r
2 volS2 ∧dφ














































F(5) = ∂rH−1D3 volR1,1 ∧dr∧dz∧dφ+HD5′HNS5′∂rHD3 r
2ρ2 volS2 ∧volS̃2 ∧dρ . (2.12)
3Note that one can consider as well more general SL(2,R) transformations that simply shift the axion.

















The equations of motion and Bianchi identities are equivalent to the following system of
equations,
∇2R3rHD3 = 0, with HNS5 = HD3 and ∇
2
R3rHD5 = 0 ,
∇2R3ρHD5′ +HNS5′ ∂
2
zHD5′ = 0 and ∇2R3ρHNS5′ = 0 .
(2.13)
Looking at the fluxes (2.12) it is manifest that the S transformation mixes the charge distri-
butions of D5 and NS5 branes along the (z, φ) coordinates with the charge distributions of
the NS5′ and D5′ branes along the (z, ρ, φ) coordinates. This implies that 5-branes charge
conservation for the D5-NS5 and D5′-NS5′ brane set-ups is satisfied, respectively, along a
combination of the (z, φ) and (z, ρ, φ) coordinates. The string background describes then
an intersection of orthogonal (p, q) 5-branes with D3 branes.
If we now consider the particular solution with HD3 and HD5 given by
HD3(r) = 1 +
QD3
r



























































2 cQD3 volS2 ∧dz+
1
2 sQD5 volS2 ∧dφ+
1
2 c∂ρHNS5
′ ρ2 volS̃2 ∧dφ
− 12 s∂ρHD5













































2 volS2 ∧volS̃2 ∧dρ , (2.15)




′∂2zHD5′ = 0 and ∇2R3ρHNS5′ = 0 . (2.16)
4We rescaled the Minkowski coordinates as (t, x1) 7→ 2Q3/2D3 (t, x
1), along with the charges QD3 7→ QD3/2,

















From now on we shall take HNS5′ = QNS5′/ρ. Since we rotated all the branes of table 1,
this background still preserves 8 real supercharges organised in N = (0, 4) supersymmetry.
It is easy to see that if ξ = 0 we recover the solution (2.7), while for ξ = π2 we get its
S-dual solution. We discuss in the next section that this solution is related via T-duality
to the AdS3 × S3/Zk × S2 × Iz × Iρ class of solutions constructed in [5], obtained in the
near-horizon limit of a bound state of D2-D4 branes ending on a D6-NS5-KK brane system.
2.3 Holographic central charge
In this subsection we derive the holographic central charge of the AdS3 backgrounds defined
by (2.15). The standard prescription links the inverse of the effective Newton constant
in 3d with the number of degrees of freedom of the 2d dual CFT. We extract chol by
following [43–45].
Taking a generic dilaton and metric of the form,
ds210 = a(ζ, ~θ)
(
dx21,d + b(ζ) dζ2
)
+ gij(ζ, ~θ) dθidθj , Φ = Φ(ζ, ~θ) , (2.17)

















where GN is the Newton’s constant in ten dimensions, GN = 8π6. For the backgrounds
defined by (2.15) we have





2 , b(ζ) = ζ−4 , (2.20)
where ζ is the radial coordinate for AdS3 written in the Poincaré parametrisation. The







dφ dρ dz ρ2HD5′(z, ρ)HNS5′(ρ) . (2.21)
From this expression it is manifest that the holographic central charge does not depend on
the parameter ξ and is thus S-duality invariant.
3 Relation to N = (0, 4) AdS3 solutions in Type IIA
In this section we focus on the two S-dual backgrounds arising from the class of AdS3 ×
S2 × S̃2 × S1 solutions obtained in (2.15), and relate them to known AdS3 solutions with
N = (0, 4) supersymmetries in Type IIA through T-duality.
The case ξ = 0 has been discussed in section 2.1. It consists of D3-D5-NS5 branes
ending on D5′-NS5′ background branes. The system is described by the brane solution (2.1)

















M2 - M5 on KK - M5′ - KK′





D2 - NS5 - D6 on D4 - KK′




D2 - D4 on KK - NS5 - D6




D3 - NS5 - D5 on NS5′ - D5′
AdS3 × S2 × S̃2 × S1φ × Iρ × Iz
Soo //
D3 - NS5 - D5 on D5′ - NS5′
AdS3 × S2 × S̃2 × S1χ × Iρ × Iz
Figure 1. Relations among the N = (0, 4) AdS3 backgrounds in Type II and M-theory discussed
in this section. In the most general case the M-theory brane set-up can be reduced over the T 2
parametrised by the (χ, φ) coordinates to describe an intersection of D3 branes with orthogonal
(p, q) 5-branes.
background defined by the functions HD5′(z, ρ) and HNS5′(ρ). It is easy to see that the
brane solution (2.1) is related by T-duality along the φ direction to a solution describing
D2-D6-NS5 branes ending on D4-KK′ background branes. Upon T-duality the S̃2 and the
S1φ give rise to a S̃3 that is modded out by the number of NS5′-branes, which become
KK′-monopoles. The latter brane set-up was put forward in [5] as the brane intersection
underlying the general class of AdS3 × S2 × T 4/Zk′ × Iz geometries constructed in [3],
restricted to the massless case. It is easy to see that indeed both near-horizon geometries
are also related upon T-duality along the φ direction.
The M-theory realisation of the previous Type IIA solution is depicted in figure 1 (left).
The M-theory realisation is in terms of M2-M5 branes intersecting background M5′ branes
on an A-type singularity. The corresponding M2-M5-M5′-KK-KK′ brane intersection was
studied in [5]. This intersection gives rise to the AdS3×S3/Zk× S̃3/Zk′ × Iρ× Iz solutions
to M-theory constructed in [4] in the near-horizon limit. From these, one recovers the
AdS3 × S2 × T 4/Zk′ × Iz solutions in [3] upon reduction along the Hopf-fibre direction of
the S3/Zk.
It was shown in [5] that the previous M-theory backgrounds can instead be reduced
along the Hopf-fibre of the second S̃3/Zk′ sphere, to produce a new class of AdS3 solutions
in Type IIA that also preserve N = (0, 4) supersymmetries. The brane set-up underlying
these solutions is depicted in figure 1 (right). The Type IIA vacua generated by this
























2 volS̃2 , e
Φ = 23/4H−3/4D6 H
1/2
NS5 ,
H(3) = −∂ρHNS5 ρ2 dz ∧ volS̃2 +
1
2 HD6 ∂zHNS5 ρ
2 dρ ∧ volS̃2 ,


















branes t x1 r θ1 θ2 z ρ ϕ1 ϕ2 φ
D2 × × — — — × — — — —
D6 × × — — — × × × × ×
NS5 × × — — — — × × × ×
D4 × × × × × — — — — —
KK′ × × × × × × — — — ISO
branes t x1 r θ1 θ2 χ z ρ ϕ1 ϕ2
D2 × × — — — — × — — —
KK × × — — — ISO × × × ×
D4 × × — — — — — × × ×
NS5 × × × × × × — — — —
D6 × × × × × × × — — —
Table 2. BPS/8 brane intersections underlying the AdS3 × S2 × S̃3/Zk′ (left-side) and AdS3 ×
S3/Zk × S2 (right-side) solutions to Type IIA of [3] and [5]. The intersections are T-duals to D3-










The parameters QD4 and QD6 represent, respectively, the D4-D2 defect charges and the
D6 background charges. The latter arise from the KK′-monopoles in 11d (see figure 1
or [5] for a more detailed study). This solution is related by T-duality along the Hopf-
fibre direction of the S3/Zk, that we have denoted by χ, to the AdS3 solution in Type
IIB with ξ = π/2, obtained in section 2.2. This is also the case for the underlying brane
solutions before the near-horizon limit is taken. In turn, the Type IIB solution is related
by S-duality to the Type IIB solution with ξ = 0, obtained in section 2.1. This relation
is in agreement with the common M-theory origin of the two Type IIA solutions T-dual
to them. The relations among the different AdS3 solutions in Type II and M-theory are
depicted in figure 1. The underlying brane set-ups are depicted in table 2. Note that the
two aforementioned Type IIA string backgrounds define the simplest T-dual configurations
of a plethora of interpolating AdS3 solutions in Type IIB at a generic ξ angle, describing the
compactifications of the original M-theory set-up on the T 2 parametrised by the Taub-NUT
directions of the two 11d KK-monopoles.
4 Field theory interpretation
In this section we construct quiver CFTs associated to the D3-brane boxes dual to our
AdS3 solutions. Using that the ξ = 0 solutions are T-dual to the AdS3 × S2 × T 4/Zk′ × Iz
solutions in [3], they should be dual to the same 2d CFTs, constructed in [6, 7], and


























Figure 2. Generic quiver field theory dual to the AdS3 solutions in Type IIB with ξ = 0.
boxes, worked out in [37]. What simplifies a lot our analysis is the fact that the associated
quivers consist of linear quivers along the z-direction that are repeated k′ times along the
T-dual circle.
As recalled in the previous section, the solutions with ξ = π/2 are T-dual to the class
of AdS3 × S3/Zk × S2 solutions to Type IIA constructed in [5]. Therefore, our analysis in
this section allows us to provide CFT duals to these solutions as well, by defining them
globally in a specific manner that we discuss. As a non-trivial check of our proposal we
show that the central charge matches the holographic result, connecting with our results
in subsection 2.3.
4.1 2d CFTs dual to the ξ = 0 solutions
We start recalling the 2d CFTs dual to the solutions with ξ = 0. Given that these solutions
are T-dual to the AdS3 × S2 × T 4/Zk′ × Iz solutions to Type IIA constructed in [3], they
are holographically dual to the same 2d CFTs. These CFTs were identified in [6, 7] (see [4]
for the restriction to the massless case),5 for the case in which HD5′ is independent of
the coordinates of the T 4. We have summarised the main properties of the construction
in [4, 6, 7] in appendix A, to which the reader is referred for the details. Translated to
Type IIB language, the quivers proposed therein contain gauge groups associated to D3
and D5 colour branes stretched between NS5-branes in the z direction, as well as flavour
groups associated to D5′-branes, orthogonal to them. In the φ direction, that parametrises
the S1, the D3-branes stretch between k′ NS5′-branes, repeating the configuration in each
z interval k′ times. The specific matter content guarantees gauge anomaly cancellation
in 2d. We have depicted the IIB quivers for k′ = 1 in figure 2. They are in one to one
5Recall that our Type IIB configurations do not include D7-branes, so they are related to the solutions



































































H(3) = QNS5′ = k′ , (4.5)
where the charges are computed in the 2πj ≤ z ≤ 2π(j + 1) interval, as required by the
enforcement of the condition 14π2
∮
S2 B(2) ∈ [0, 1). Indeed, as discussed in appendix A, this










′ cosϕ1 dϕ2 ∧ dφ , (4.6)
for 2πj ≤ z ≤ 2π(j + 1). Moreover, in order to recover the quantised charges prior to the
T-duality transformation, the integration in ρ has to be regularised. This is best done in
the formalism of appendix A, where the ρ coordinate comes from the rewriting of the T 4
as a fibration over a 3-sphere
(2π)4 = VolT 4 ≡ VolS̃3
∫
ρ3 dρ (4.7)
where7 ds2T 4 = dρ
2 + ρ2ds2
S̃3
. This condition defines the ξ = 0 solutions globally in such a
way that they are related by T-duality to the AdS3 × S2 × T 4 solutions constructed in [3].






















The choice of constants is imposed by continuity of the metric and dilaton. This choice
implies discontinuities in the RR-sector, that are interpreted as generated by D5′-brane
6The AdS3×S2×S̃2×S1 Type IIB solutions given by (2.15) depend on the parameters QD3, QD5, QNS5′
and on the function HD5′ . For the sake of clarity and to make manifest the links with the IIA solutions
of appendix A, we have fixed them as: QD3 = 1, QD5 = k, QNS5′ = k′. Furthermore, we have fixed the
constant u of the IIA solution (A.5) as u = QD5. In this way we get HD5′ = h4 under T-duality.





















sources in the background. In order to describe well-defined, finite, 2d CFTs the Iz-
direction needs to be globally defined. This is achieved requiring that HD5′(z) vanishes
at both ends of the z-interval, that are taken at z = 0, 2π(P + 1). This introduces extra
D5′-branes in the configuration, as depicted in figure 2.
4.1.1 Central charge
As summarised in appendix A, the central charge of 2d (0, 4) CFTs is computed from the
anomaly of the U(1)R current, from where [46]
cCFT = 6 (nhyp − nvec) . (4.10)















































We can compare now this expression with the value of the holographic central charge














dz HD5′ . (4.14)









In these calculations it is implicit that the QD5 and QNS5′ charges are smeared over intervals
of length 2π. However, in our case the D5-brane charge is smeared over a z interval of
length 2πP . This introduces an extra factor of P in both the field theory and holographic
calculations.8 In turn, it is customary to scale the φ direction such that it runs between
0 and 2πk′, such that one NS5′ brane is created at each φ = 2π position. In such case we
8In [7] it was shown that the CY2 becomes of sub-stringy size and therefore the supergravity solution is

























Figure 3. Example of 2d (0,4) quiver with gauge groups of linearly increasing ranks.
must introduce an extra factor of k′ in both the field theory and holographic calculations.

















In [6, 7] (see also [47]) a variety of examples of long linear quivers with sparse flavour groups
and large ranks were considered in detail, with the conclusion that both expressions agree
to leading order, when the background is a trustable description of the CFT. The reader is
referred to these references for more details. Here we just present a simple example where
this is shown explicitly. This is the quiver depicted in figure 3. In this case we have βj = β





P (P + 1)
2 + β






∼ 3QNS5′QD5P 3, (4.18)
to leading order in P , in agreement with the holographic result
chol = 6QNS5′QD5P




4.2 2d CFTs dual to the ξ = π/2 solutions
Given the S-duality relation between the ξ = 0 and the ξ = π/2 solutions, the quivers
discussed in the previous section describe as well the 2d CFTs dual to the latter solutions.
Indeed, as shown in [48], it is possible to read the CFT S-dual to a given CFT realised in a
5-brane web by rotating the brane web by 90 degrees, with NS5 and D5 branes exchanged.
An example of this is depicted in figure 4. In our case, given that our D3-brane box
configuration is S-duality invariant, the same quivers described in the previous subsection

















Figure 4. Example of a 5d quiver CFT and its S-dual. In the left figure horizontal lines are
associated to D5-branes and vertical lines to NS5-branes. It describes a 5d gauge theory with gauge
group SU(2)× SU(2). In the right figure D5 and NS5 branes are exchanged, such that it describes
a 5d gauge theory with gauge group SU(3) and two fundamental flavours, S-dual to the former.
description arises in the strong coupling regime. In this regime the low-energy field content
arises from open D1-strings living in D3 and NS5 colour branes stretched in z between
D5 branes, with extra NS5′ flavour branes orthogonal to them. The quantisation of the
open D1-strings gives rise in the strong coupling regime to the same field content as the
quantisation of open F1-strings in the weak coupling regime. This is guaranteed by the
S-duality invariance of Type IIB string theory. This can be realised explicitly through a

















H(3) = 2πQ−1NS5′ H
′
































F̂(3) = QNS5′ . (4.24)
From these expressions, and using open D1-strings as the light degrees of freedom of our
theory, we can easily reproduce the quivers depicted in figure 2, through an analysis identi-
cal to the one performed in the previous subsection. Let us now explain the origin of these
quantised charges.
The expressions (4.20)–(4.24) are computed from the Page fluxes associated to the
ξ = π/2 solution, given by (2.15). They are S-dual to the quantised charges of the ξ = 0
solutions, given by equations (4.1)–(4.5). In order to achieve this we have taken due care
of the large gauge transformations of the C(2) RR-potential. As we have discussed, in the

















for 2πj ≤ z ≤ 2π(j + 1) in order to satisfy that 14π2
∮
S2 B(2) lies in the fundamental region
[0, 1). This condition becomes 14π2
∮
S2 C(2) ∈ [0, 1) after S-duality. Note that even if this
condition cannot arise in perturbative string theory, it arises non-perturbatively when the










′ cosϕ1 dϕ2 ∧ dφ , (4.25)
for 2πj ≤ z ≤ 2π(j+1). This must be taken into account in the calculation of the quantised
charges, where z must be integrated in the 2πj ≤ z ≤ 2π(j + 1) interval. Moreover, in the
absence of D7-branes, the RR 5-form Page flux transforms under S-duality as
F̂(5) = F(5) − F(3) ∧B(2) −→ F̂(5) = F(5) +H(3) ∧ C(2). (4.26)
This is the expression for the F̂(5) Page flux used in equation (4.22) in order to reproduce
the D3-brane quantised charge. Taking these features into account and the regularisation
prescription (4.7) for the ρ-integrals, we finally reproduce the quantised charges given
by (4.20)–(4.24), realising explicitly the S-duality invariance of Type IIB string theory.
4.3 2d CFTs dual to the AdS3 × S3/Zk × S2 × Iρ × Iz solutions to Type IIA
As we discussed in the previous section, the ξ = π/2 solutions to Type IIB whose dual
CFTs we have just identified are T-dual to the class of solutions to Type IIA supergravity
found in [5]. These solutions are described by AdS3 × S3/Zk × S2 geometries fibred over
two intervals.
One can easily check that upon T-duality along the φ direction, the S2 and the S1 of
the solutions defined by (2.15) build up an S3 modded out by Zk, and give rise to the AdS3×
S3/Zk×S2×Iρ×Iz solutions to Type IIA given by (3.1), found in [5]. This class of solutions
must thus be holographically dual to the same 2d CFTs dual to the ξ = π/2 solutions.
These CFTs have been identified in the previous subsection for HD5′ independent of the ρ
direction and with the specific dependence on z defined by equation (4.8). Therefore, these
quivers are dual to the same subclass of AdS3 × S3/Zk × S2 × Iρ × Iz solutions to Type
IIA. In this case the nodes of the quivers are associated to D2 and D4 branes stretched
between NS5-branes along the Hopf-fibre direction of the S3/Zk, that we have denoted by
χ in the previous section.
A clash seems to arise at this point between the previous CFT description and the 2d
dual CFTs proposed in [5], holographically dual as well to the AdS3×S3/Zk×S2× Iρ× Iz
solutions. The way out to this apparent puzzle is that the solutions studied in [5] are
defined by a function HD5′ (or h4 in the notation of [5]) that depends on both intervals z
and ρ in a very specific manner, that allows to complete them globally by an AdS7 solution
in the UV. This solution is defined by a foliation of AdS7 × S2 over an interval.9 The
interval arises as a combination of the z and ρ coordinates of the AdS3 solutions, while the
S2 is identified with the S2 in the internal space of the AdS3 geometries. In turn, the AdS3
subspace combines with the S3/Zk and another combination of the z and ρ directions to
9More specifically, it is the restriction to the massless case of the general class of AdS7 solutions to

















build up an AdS7 space asymptotically. Closing the interval present in the internal space of
the AdS7 solution with D6-branes, as done in [50], a globally completed solution can then
be defined. In this global completion the 2d CFT is deconstructed into a 6d CFT in the
UV, while it remains two-dimensional at lower energy scales, describing a surface defect
CFT embedded within the 6d CFT. Explicit quiver CFTs realising this feature explicitly
were constructed in [5].
Instead, the 2d quiver CFTs that we have proposed in this section are dual to the
solutions defined by HD5′(z) given by equation (4.8). Being HD5′ ρ-independent, the so-
lutions cannot be completed globally with an AdS7 space and one needs to resort to an
alternative mechanism that renders a finite 2d dual CFT. We have used the T+S+T
duality transformation that relates these solutions to the AdS3 × S2 × CY2 solutions con-
structed in [3] to propose such mechanism. Our analysis shows that the general class of
AdS3×S3/Zk×S2×Iρ×Iz solutions to Type IIA found in [5] admits rather different CFT
realisations depending on the explicit form of the HD5′ function that defines the solutions,
together with the prescription taken to define them globally.
5 Surface defects within AdS6 in Type IIB
In this section we extend the analysis of section 2 by including D7-branes. We show that a
subclass of these solutions asymptotes locally to the AdS6×S2×Σ2 solution in the general
class of [51–53] that arises upon T-duality from the Brandhuber-Oz solution [34].
The T-dual of the Brandhuber-Oz solution was obtained in [35], and further discussed
in [54, 55]. The Type IIB interpretation is given in terms of a D5-NS5-D7 brane intersection
that reproduces, in its near-horizon, an AdS6×S2×Σ2 solution in the general classification
in [51–53], with Σ2 an annulus. This solution represents the only known explicit solution
where Σ2 is an annulus in this general classification.
In this section we put on top of the aforementioned intersection extra D3-NS5-D5
branes. This breaks the isometries of the 5d Minkowski spacetime in the D5-NS5-D7 brane
intersection to SO(2, 1)×SO(3). The first one is the group of isometries of the 2d Minkowski
spacetime, while SO(3) is an R-symmetry group. The near-horizon regime associated to
this bound state extends the class of N = (0, 4) AdS3 × S2 × S̃2 × S1 × Iz × Iρ vacua
of Type IIB string theory obtained in section 2 to include D7-branes. These vacua are
T-dual to the AdS3 × S2 × T 4/Zk′ × I solutions to massive IIA in [3], with the T-duality
taking place along the Hopf-fibre direction of the 3-sphere contained in the T 4/Zk′ . Within
this class of solutions we identify the ones that asymptote locally to AdS6, and thus allow
for a defect interpretation within a 5d fixed point theory. For this purpose we relate the
AdS3 backgrounds with a 6d domain wall reproducing asymptotically locally AdS6, found
in [30]. In doing this we make crucial use of the compactification of Type IIB around the
AdS6 × S2 × Σ2 vacua in [51–53] constructed in [41].
5.1 The T-dual of Brandhuber-Oz from D5-NS5-D7 branes
In this section we briefly explain the brane construction that underlies the AdS6×S2×Σ2
vacuum T-dual to the Brandhuber-Oz solution. This will be useful when we include extra

















branes t x1 x2 x3 x4 z ρ ϕ1 ϕ2 φ
D5 × × × × × — — — — ×
NS5 × × × × × × — — — —
D7 × × × × × — × × × —
Table 3. Brane picture underlying the AdS6 × S2 × Σ2 solution T-dual to Brandhuber-Oz. The
system is BPS/4.
It is well-known that in order to reproduce the AdS6 × S4 vacuum of massive Type
IIA [34] from a brane set-up, one has to include KK-monopoles, introducing an A-type
singularity in the space transverse to the D4-D8 branes [35]. T-dualising to Type IIB
along the Taub-NUT direction of the monopoles gives rise to the D5-NS5-D7 brane system
depicted in table 3. Following the discussion in [35], we now derive the AdS6 × S2 × Σ2
geometry that arises at the near-horizon of this brane intersection, by providing the explicit
parametrisation in which AdS6 is manifest. The background that arises is the T-dual of
the Brandhuber-Oz solution, with the T-duality taking place along the Hopf-fibre direction
of the half 3-sphere.
























with gauge potentials and dilaton given by
B(6) = HD7H−1NS5 volR1,4 ∧ dz ,
C(6) = H−1D5 volR1,4 ∧ dφ ,
C(8) = HNS5H−1D7ρ







A simple solution can be obtained by assuming the smearing of the NS5 and D7 branes
along the φ direction, i.e. HNS5 = HNS5(ρ) and HD7 = HD7(z). With this prescription the
fluxes take the form
F(1) = ∂zHD7dφ
H(3) = ∂ρHNS5 ρ2volS2 ∧ dφ ,
F(3) = −HD7 ∂ρHD5 ρ2dz ∧ volS2 +HNS5 ∂zHD5 ρ2dρ ∧ volS2 .
(5.3)





zHD5 = 0 and ∇2R3ρHNS5 = 0 , (5.4)
with HD7 such that ∂2zHD7 = 0. A particular solution for the equations (5.4) is given
by [35],
HD5 = 1 +
QD5(
4QNS5ρ+ 49QD7z3

















where QD5, QD7 and QNS5 are related to the quantised charges of the D5, D7 and
NS5 branes.
The best system of coordinates to study the near-horizon limit of this background is
obtained by combining the coordinates (z, ρ) as
z = Q1/3NS5 ζ s
2/3 , ρ = 19QD7 ζ
3 c2 , (5.6)
with s = sinα and c = cosα. Expressing solution (5.5) in terms of these new coordinates,
the near-horizon regime is obtained in the limit ζ → 0, when one can neglect the 1 factor
in HD5. In this limit the 10d background takes the form10






2 + 9`4Q2NS5 c−2s2/3dφ2
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D5 . This background preserves 16 supercharges and, as shown
in [55], belongs to the general classification in [51–53] for a Riemann surface Σ2 with the
topology of an annulus, parametrised by the coordinates (α, φ). We would like to stress
that the change of coordinates given by equation (5.6) plays a crucial role in the derivation
of the AdS6 background (5.7) from the brane solution.
5.2 The brane set-up
In the previous section we showed how to reproduce the T-dual of the Brandhuber-Oz
solution as the near-horizon limit of the D5-NS5-D7 brane set-up depicted in table 3.
In this subsection we intersect the aforementioned bound state with extra D3-NS5-D5
branes. The resulting brane set-up is depicted in table 4. The intersection with these
additional branes breaks the isometries of AdS6 to those of AdS3 and reduces the number
of supercharges to 8, organised in N = (0, 4) Killing spinors with SU(2) R-symmetry.
The string background we are interested in can be obtained by plugging the brane

















































We require that the D3-NS5-D5 branes are fully localised within the worldvolume of the
NS5′-D5′-D7 branes. This assumption implies the smearing of the corresponding warp
factors, i.e. HD5 = HD5(r), HNS5 = HNS5(r) and HD3 = HD3(r). Concerning the charge


















branes t x1 r θ1 θ2 z ρ ϕ1 ϕ2 φ
D5′ × × × × × — — — — ×
NS5′ × × × × × × — — — —
D7 × × × × × — × × × —
D3 × × — — — × — — — ×
NS5 × × — — — — × × × ×
D5 × × — — — × × × × —
Table 4. Brane picture underlying the intersection of the D5′-NS5′-D7 branes depicted in table 3
with extra D3-NS5-D5 branes. The system is BPS/8.
distributions within the NS5′-D5′-D7 brane intersection, we consider the ones that give
rise to the AdS6 background of the previous subsection, namely HNS5′ = HNS5′(ρ), HD7 =
HD7(z) and the D5′ branes fully localised in their transverse space. We introduce the
following gauge potentials and dilaton associated to this particular charge distribution,
B(6) = HD7HNS5HD5H−1NS5′r
2 volR1,1 ∧ dr ∧ volS2 ∧ dz
+HD7HNS5′HD5′H−1NS5ρ
2volR1,1 ∧ dρ ∧ volS̃2 ∧ dφ,
C(8) = HD3HNS5HNS5′H−1D7 r
2ρ2 volR1,1 ∧ dr ∧ volS2 ∧ dρ ∧ volS̃2 ,
C(6) = HNS5HD5H−1D5′ r
2 volR1,1 ∧ dr ∧ volS2 ∧ dφ
+HNS5′HD5′H−1D5 ρ
2 volR1,1 ∧ dz ∧ dρ ∧ volS̃2 ,











The fluxes can be worked out from the above gauge potentials,
H(3) = ∂rHNS5 r2volS2 ∧ dz + ∂ρHNS5′ ρ2volS̃2 ∧ dφ ,
F(1) = H−1NS5HD5 ∂zHD7 dφ ,
F(3) = HD7 ∂rHNS5 r2volS2 ∧ dφ−HD7 ∂ρHD5′ ρ2dz ∧ volS̃2
+HD3H−1NS5HNS5′ ρ
2 ∂zHD5′ dρ ∧ volS̃2 ,
F(5) = HD7 ∂rH−1D3 volR1,1 ∧ dr ∧ dz ∧ dφ+HD5′HNS5′ r
2ρ2 ∂rHD3volS2 ∧ volS̃2 ∧ dρ .
(5.10)
As for the intersection considered in section 2.1, the equations of motion and Bianchi
identities of Type IIB supergravity decouple into two independent systems, describing,
respectively, the D3-NS5-D5 and D5′-NS5′-D7 intersections. For the first intersection we get
∇2R3rHD3 = 0 with HD5 = HNS5 = HD3 . (5.11)
This equation can be easily solved by means of harmonic functions,




We point out that the number of independent parameters remains the same as in the

















5-brane charges QD5, QNS5 via the D7-branes flux F(1). In turn, the dynamics of the
D5′-NS5′-D7 branes is completely fixed by the equations given by (5.4), with ∂2zHD7 = 0.
We now study this 10d geometry in the limit r → 0. This limit defines a class of
































F(1) = ∂zHD7 dφ ,
F(3) = −QD3HD7volS2 ∧ dφ−HD7∂ρHD5′ ρ2dz ∧ volS̃2 +HNS5′ ρ
2 ∂zHD5′ dρ ∧ volS̃2 ,
F(5) = 8Q2D3HD7 volAdS3 ∧ dz ∧ dφ−QD3HD5′HNS5′ρ2 volS2 ∧ volS̃2 ∧ dρ .
(5.13)
The backgrounds (5.13) constitute a new class of N = (0, 4) AdS3 solutions to Type IIB





zHD5′ = 0 , ∇2R3ρHNS5′ = 0 and ∂
2
zHD7 = 0 . (5.14)
In the next subsection we consider the particular solution defined by the equations
in (5.5), giving rise in the UV to the AdS6 vacuum T-dual to the Brandhuber-Oz solution.
We study the particular way in which the D3-NS5-D5 brane intersection breaks the isome-
tries of the AdS6 solution and gives rise to a surface defect at the locus of the intersection.
5.3 Surface defects within the T-dual of Brandhuber-Oz
In this section we show that the solutions in (5.13) can be given an interpretation as surface
defects within the AdS6 × S2 × Σ2 solution T-dual to Brandhuber-Oz, given by (5.7). We
reproduce this geometry from the uplift of a 6d domain wall characterised by an AdS3 slicing
and an asymptotic behaviour that reproduces locally the AdS6 vacuum. This solution was
found in [30] in the context of 6d N = (1, 1) minimal gauged supergravity. See appendix B
for more details on this theory and its embedding in Type IIB.
We consider the following 6d background [30]
ds26 = e2U(µ)
(




+ e2V (µ)dµ2 ,
B(2) = b(µ) volS2 ,
X = X(µ) .
(5.15)
This background is described by the following set of BPS equations






















together with the duality constraint12
b = −eUX , (5.17)
and the superpotential f written in (B.9). This flow preserves 8 real supercharges (BPS/2
in 6d). In order to obtain an explicit solution of (5.16), a parametrisation of the 6d






, e2V = 169
µ4
(µ4 − 1)2




, X = µ ,
(5.18)
with µ running between 0 and 1. In the regime µ ∼ 1 the 6d background is such that
R 6 = −
20
3 g
2 +O(1− µ)2/3 , X = 1 +O(1− µ) , (5.19)
where R 6 is the 6d scalar curvature. The 2-form gauge potential gives sub-leading contri-
butions in this limit. This implies that the asymptotic geometry for µ→ 1 is locally AdS6.
In the opposite limit, µ→ 0, the 6d background is manifestly singular. From a 10d point
of view, this is due to the presence of the D3-D5-NS5 brane sources.
Let us consider now the uplift to Type IIB supergravity of the aforementioned 6d
domain wall. Using the truncation formulas13 of [41], summarised in (B.1) and (B.8), one
obtains the following Type IIB AdS3 background,
ds210 = f26 e2U
(




+ f26 e2V dµ2 + f22 ds2S̃2 + 4N
2 dwdw̄ ,
e−Φ = 2(αβ̄ + ᾱβ)
(α+ ᾱ)2 − (β − β̄)2
, C(0) = −i
(α2 − ᾱ2)− (β2 − β̄2)







− 3(A+ + Ā− − Ā+ −A−)
]






− 3(A+ + Ā− + Ā+ +A−)
]
volS̃2 − i c6(α− ᾱ) b volS2 ,
F(5) = 16i c26
[








GX4 b′ dµ+ 13 b dG
]
∧ volS2 ∧ volS̃2 , (5.20)
with α = A+ − Ā− and β = CX2/
√
D. The other relevant quantities are given in (B.2)–
(B.5).
It is possible to show that the background (5.20) is equivalent to the metric (5.13)
describing the near-horizon of the D3-NS5-D5-NS5′-D5′-D7 intersection, for a particular
12We take the 6d mass parameterm = 1 and g = 3√2 (see [30]) to agree with the notation of the truncation
formulas in [41].

















choice of HD7, HD5 and HNS5. First of all we extract from the equations (5.14) an explicit
form of the solution for HD7,
HD7 = QD7 z , (5.21)
and impose the following contraints on the holomorphic functions featuring the dimensional
reduction




α+ ᾱ . (5.22)
A crucial point to relate the two Type IIB backgrounds is the following mapping between








G e3UX−1 , φ = − i
QD7
α− ᾱ
α+ ᾱ . (5.23)
From here and making use of the 6d BPS equations (5.16)–(5.17), one can then express
the warp factors describing the D5′ and NS5′ branes in (5.13) in terms of the 6d domain












One can check that these expressions satisfy the equations of motion for HD5′ and HNS5′
written in (5.14).
We have thus shown that the N = (0, 4) AdS3 background (5.13), describing the near-
horizon limit of D3-D5-NS5 branes ending on the D5′-NS5′-D7 brane system, reproduces
in a particular limit the AdS6 vacuum (5.7), for HD7, HD5′ and HNS5′ given by (5.21)
and (5.24). Both the AdS6 and the Σ2 geometries arise thanks to a non-linear mixing of
the (z, ρ, φ) coordinates of the brane solution (5.8). The fact that the near-horizon geom-
etry (5.13) can be related to a 6d domain wall admitting locally AdS6 in its asymptotics
hints, from the supergravity point of view, at a defect interpretation. The 6d domain wall
captures the effect of the D3-D5-NS5 branes intersecting the D5′-NS5′-D7 bound state. In
the domain wall coordinates, when µ → 0, we approach the 6d singularity of the domain
wall, which defines the locus of the defect, where the branes intersect. Instead, in the
opposite limit, µ→ 1, a locally AdS6 × S2 × Σ2 vacuum with additional fluxes describing
the charges of defect D3-NS5-D5 branes is recovered, for an observer far from the locus of
the intersection.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have constructed two new families of AdS3×S2×S̃2×S1 solutions to Type
IIB supergravity with (0, 4) supersymmetries, fibered over two intervals. These solutions
are T-dual, respectively, to the class of AdS3×S2×CY2× I solutions to massive Type IIA
supergravity constructed in [3], for the case in which CY2 = T 4/Zk′ , and to the class of
AdS3×S3/Zk×S̃2×I×I ′ solutions to massless Type IIA supergravity recently constructed
in [5]. In the absence of D7-branes our two classes of solutions are S-dual to each other, and

















SL(2,R) on any of the two classes of solutions. We have discussed the M-theory realisation
of the S-duality relation, identifying the AdS3×S3/Zk×T 4/Zk′×I M-theory solutions from
which the two classes of solutions arise upon dimensional reduction on different directions.
This class of solutions was recently constructed in [4].
We have identified the brane intersections underlying our two classes of solutions.
Both of them consist of D3-brane boxes preserving 4 Poincaré supersymmetries, like the
ones studied in [37]. We have provided explicit supergravity solutions that describe these
intersections, from which our two classes of AdS3 solutions arise in the near-horizon limit.
We have generalised the first intersections to include D7-branes. From the D3-brane boxes
we have constructed explicit 2d quiver CFTs dual to our two classes of solutions. For
the first class we have exploited the T-duality that relates them to the D2-D4-D6-NS5-
D8 brane intersections that underlie the AdS3 × S2 × CY2 × I solutions to massive Type
IIA supergravity constructed in [3]. The 2d quiver CFTs dual to these IIA solutions were
studied in [7, 8]. We have shown that T-duality imposes a regularisation prescription for
one of the interval directions that allows for a one to one mapping with the solutions
in [3]. Both classes of solutions then share the same 2d dual CFTs. For the second class
of solutions we have used the S-duality that relates them to the first class (in the absence
of D7-branes) to identify the corresponding 2d dual CFTs. We have provided both a non-
perturbative description, in terms of open D1-strings, and a perturbative one, in terms of
open F1-strings. Moreover, we have shown that the central charge is in agreement with
the holographic result.
As a result of our previous analysis we have provided explicit dual CFTs to the class of
AdS3×S3/Zk×S2× I × I ′ solutions to massless Type IIA supergravity constructed in [5].
These solutions are related by T-duality to our second class of IIB solutions in a convenient
regularisation scheme, and are thus holographically dual to the same family of 2d quiver
CFTs. We have discussed the relation between these CFTs and the ones already proposed
in [5], which were interpreted as surface defect CFTs within the 6d (1, 0) CFT dual to the
AdS7 solution to massless Type IIA supergravity [35]. The key result that allowed for this
interpretation is the mapping found in [5] between a subclass of these solutions and the 7d
domain wall solution constructed in [29], which reproduces asymptotically locally the AdS7
geometry in the UV. We have clarified that the class of solutions whose dual CFTs have
been identified in this paper are defined in terms of a function HD5′ (or h4, in the notation
of [5]) that must be independent of one of the two intervals. In turn, the class of solutions
considered in [5] must have a non-trivial dependence on both directions. This turns out to
be a crucial difference between the two families of solutions that significantly changes their
CFT interpretations. In contrast with the Type IIA solutions, we have not been able to
provide a surface defect interpretation for our second class of Type IIB solutions for any
HD5′ function. This was to be expected given the absence of AdS7 solutions in Type IIB
supergravity. We have tried to link the solutions with the 6d domain wall found in [30],
asymptotically locally AdS6, which would have allowed for a surface defect interpretation
within a 5d fixed point theory, but we have not succeeded. The relation between D3-brane
boxes and 3d N = 4 CFTs found in [37] (see also [59, 60]) is suggestive that a defect

















We have seen that our first class of solutions to Type IIB allows for a surface defect
interpretation when D7-branes are present. Indeed, we have linked these solutions to a 6d
domain wall that reproduces asymptotically locally the AdS6 solution in the general class
of [51–53], that is related by T-duality to the Brandhuber-Oz solution. This has allowed us
to interpret the AdS3 solutions as describing D3-D5-NS5 surface defects within the 5d CFT
living in the D5-NS5-D7 brane intersection that underlies this solution. It would be inter-
esting to provide 2d quiver CFTs that realise this explicitly, as in the constructions in [5].
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A Summary of the 2d CFTs dual to the AdS3× S2×CY2× Iz solutions
In this appendix we briefly summarise the 2d CFTs dual to the AdS3 × S2 × CY2 × Iz
solutions in [3]. A generic background in the class of solutions constructed in [3] is defined
by three different functions, h4, h8, u.14 The functions h8 and u depend only on z, while
h4 depends on both z and the coordinates of the CY2. In the particular case in which h4
is taken to be independent of the CY2 this function becomes also a linear function of z.
The 2d CFTs dual to this particular class of solutions were identified in [6–8].
The 2d quiver CFTs constructed in these references are in one to one correspondence
with the quantised charges associated to the solutions specified above. These were com-
puted in [7] (see equation (2.16) therein). Specifying to the case in which CY2 = T 4/Zk′ ,

































H(3) = 1 , (A.4)
where primes denote derivatives with respect to z and we have used h8 = k.16 These
charges were computed in the interval 2πj ≤ z ≤ 2π(j + 1). As explained in [7], the z
direction must be divided in intervals of length 2π, such that a large gauge transformation
14There is actually a more general class depending on an extra H2 function in the CY2, but we are not
concerned with this wider class of solutions in this paper.
15We take also u to be constant for simplicity. See [56] for the brane interpretation in M-theory when
the function u is not a constant.

















of parameter j enforces that the condition 14π2
∮
S2 B(2) ∈ [0, 1) holds. General quiver CFTs






2πz 0 ≤ z ≤ 2π
αj + βj2π (z − 2πj) 2πj ≤ z ≤ 2π(j + 1) , j = 1, . . . P − 1







The choice of constants is imposed by continuity of the metric and dilaton. Interestingly,
this choice implies discontinuities in the RR-sector, that are interpreted as generated by
D4-brane sources in the background. A crucial ingredient of the quiver constructions in [7]
is that they describe well-defined, finite, 2d CFTs. This requires a global definition of the
Iz-direction. In the massless case this is achieved requiring that h4(z) vanishes at both
ends of the z-interval, that are taken at z = 0, 2π(P + 1). This introduces extra D4-branes
































H(3) = 1 . (A.10)
These equations imply that βj and αj must be integer numbers.
The backgrounds defined by the functions h4, h8 specified above are dual to the CFTs
describing the low-energy dynamics of the two-dimensional quantum field theories encoded
by the quivers in figure 5. In these quivers the gauge groups are associated to stacks of D2
and D6 branes (the latter wrapped on T 4/Zk′) stretched between NS5-branes. Figure 6
illustrates the corresponding Hanany-Witten brane set-ups. The quivers are planar, in that
they consist of two long linear quivers, built out of the gauge groups associated to the D2
and D6 branes, coupled by matter multiplets. Each linear quiver consists of (4, 4) gauge
groups connected horizontally by (4, 4) bifundamental hypermultiplets. They couple to
each other through (0, 4) hypermultiplets (vertically) and (0, 2) Fermi multiplets (in the
diagonals). These render the final planar quiver CFTs (0, 4) supersymmetric. Note that,
since the 2d theory is chiral, one needs to be careful with gauge anomaly cancellation. This
is ensured thanks to the D4-branes present in each interval, which precisely provide the
flavour groups at each node required by anomaly cancellation (see below),
Fj = βj−1 − βj . (A.11)



























Figure 5. A generic quiver field theory whose IR is dual to the holographic background defined
by h8 = k and h4 as in (A.5). The solid black lines represent (4, 4) hypermultiplets, the grey lines
represent (0, 4) hypermultiplets and the dashed lines represent (0, 2) Fermi multiplets, all of them
in the bifundamental representations of the gauge groups. N = (4, 4) vector multiplets are the







Figure 6. Generic brane set-up associated to the AdS3 solutions in [3] with vanishing Romans mass.
Finally, we recall briefly how the cancellation of gauge anomalies works in (0, 4) 2d
CFTs. For a given U(αj) (U(k)) gauge group the contributions to the gauge anomaly
come from the (0, 4) hypermultiplet and (0, 2) Fermi multiplets in the bifundamental rep-
resentations that connect it to the U(k) (U(αj−1), U(αj), U(αj+1)) gauge groups. The
(0, 4) hypermultiplets are composed of two (0, 2) chiral multiplets, which contribute to
the anomaly a factor of 1. In turn, the (0, 2) Fermi multiplets contribute a factor of −12 .
Putting these together, we have that for a U(αj) gauge group the gauge anomaly is can-
celled without the addition of any flavour groups,17 while for the U(k) gauge groups it is
necessary to add 2αj − αj+1 − αj−1 = βj−1 − βj Fermi multiplets, which is precisely the
number of flavour groups given by equation (A.11).
A.1 Central charge
The most stringent check in [6–8] for the validity of the proposed quivers was the matching
between the field theory and holographic central charges. The U(1)R current two-point

















function can be identified when flowing to the far IR with the right moving central charge
of theN = (0, 4) conformal field theory. Following [46] it was found that for a generic quiver
with nhyp hypermultiplets and nvec vector multiplets, the central charge (the anomaly of
the U(1)R current) is
cCFT = 6(nhyp − nvec) . (A.12)
In [7, 8] a variety of examples of long linear quivers for which the rank of each of the nodes
is a large number were discussed. In each of these qualitatively different examples, it was
found that the field theoretical central charge of equation (A.12) coincides (in the limit of












h4h8 dz . (A.13)






B 6d gauged supergravity from Type IIB on S2 × Σ2
In this appendix we briefly discuss the consistent truncation of Type IIB string theory
around the family of AdS6 × S2 × Σ2 vacua associated to (p, q) 5-branes and 7-branes
first classified in [51–53]. This consistent truncation gives rise to the F (4) minimal gauged
supergravity introduced in [57]. This theory preserves 16 real supercharges, giving rise
to N = (1, 1) supersymmetry in six dimensions, and is commonly referred to as Romans
supergravity. The field content is given by the 6d gravitational field, a real scalar X, a
2-form gauge potential B(2), three SU(2) vectors Ai and one Abelian vector A0. Here we
will restrict to the case of vanishing vector fields.
The truncation from IIB supergravity to Romans supergravity was worked out in [41].
In what follows we summarise the main results of this article assuming vanishing 6d vec-
tors. The ansatz for the metric, here given in the Einstein frame, is characterised by an
internal manifold locally realised as a fibration of a 2-sphere over a Riemann surface18 Σ2,
parametrised by the complex coordinate w [41],
ds210 = f26 ds26 + f22 ds2S̃2 + 4N





















with c6 a non-vanishing constant. The reduction ansatz is completely fixed by a pair of
holomorphic functions A±(w), from which we define a holomorphic function B(w) whose
derivative is given by19
∂B = A+∂A− −A−∂A+ . (B.3)
18We use the notation S̃2 to be compatible with section 5.3.

















From A± and B we define
κ± = ∂A± , κ2 = −|κ+|2 + |κ−|2 , (B.4)
along with
G = |A+|2 − |A−|2 + B + B̄ , C =
κ+∂̄G + κ̄−∂G
κ2




The truncation ansatz for the gauge potential is expressed in complex notation in terms of
a scalar B and a complex 2-form C̃2 as follows [41]













− 3(A+ + Ā−)
]
volS̃2 − 2 c6(A+ − Ā−)B(2) .
(B.6)
We can rewrite the aforementioned truncation ansatz in the real notation and in the string
frame in order to apply it to the purposes of this paper, namely [58]
τ = C(0) + ie−Φ with τ = i
1−B
1 +B ,
C̃2 = B(2) + iC(2) .
(B.7)
The metric in the string frame is given, as usual, by ds210,s = eΦ/2ds210,E. In real notation
the 10d fluxes are decomposed as20




2 ?6F(3) ∧ dw ∧ dw̄ +
1
2X2 ?6B(2) ∧ ?2dG
+ GX
4
6D dB(2) ∧ volS̃2 +
m




where F(3) = dB(2). The 6d theory resulting from this truncation preserves 16 real su-
percharges and its gauging is realised by the SU(2)R R-symmetry group and by a mass
deformation of the 2-form B(2). From a purely six-dimensional point of view, the theory
can thus be formulated in terms of two independent gauge parameters, namely g and m,
taking into account the two different gauge deformations. Here we follow the particular
choice of [41], where the Stückelberg parameter m is fixed to one and g = 3√2 in order to
have an AdS6 vacuum of unit radius. In particular, the truncation ansatz (B.1) produces























The 6d Lagrangian has the form
L6 = R 6 − 4X−2 ?6dX ∧ dX −
1
2 X
4 ?6F(3) ∧ F(3) − V
−X−2 ?6B(2) ∧ B(2) −
1
3 B(2) ∧ B(2) ∧ B(2) ,
(B.10)
where the scalar potential is given by
V = 16X2 (DXf)2 − 80 f2 . (B.11)
The 6d theory defined by (B.10) has a supersymmetric AdS6 vacuum at X = 1 and
vanishing gauge potentials. This vacuum preserves 16 supercharges and it is associated to
the whole family of AdS6 × S2 × Σ2 solutions introduced in [51–53].
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